CONTACT INFO / WARRANTY AND RETURNS

We appreciate any feedback, suggestions, concerns, or ideas
for improving our products.

River Country Products

Sleep Combo Pack

If anything is missing or for warranty returns please email us
at sales@rivercountryproducts.com or contact us at
rivercountryproducts.com

Check out our other products at:

www.RiverCountryProducts.com

Thank you for purchasing River Country Products Sleep System Combo Pack.

CHECK YOUR EQUIPMENT
This combo pack comes with a sleeping bag, pad, and pillow. We designed this combo
pack to work together. The sleeping bag is light weight, compact, and works perfectly
with our sleeping pad and pillow. It has pockets and a strap on the back holding the
pad in place. The pillow also works as a pump to inflate the pad.
If we compressed the sleeping bag for shipping please decompress by loosening the
straps prior to storing.

Sleeping Bag

Sleeping Pad / Pillow
The grey material is a soft knitted material that
conforms to your body when you lay on it. The
green side is a traditional TPU material which is
firmer and similar to most inflatable pads on the
market.

CARE AND USE
Bag straps and pockets hold
sleeping pad in place.

CARE AND USE
Before storing the bag, make sure it is completely dry, and the compression straps are
loose. Do not store the sleeping bag damp, wet, or compressed.

FEATURES
•

The sleeping bag features two pad pockets and a strap to secure the pad while
sleeping.

•

40°F low temp rating, 50°F comfort rating.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Use only oversized commercial front loading washing machine with a rotating
drum action. Do not use top loading agitator style machines.

2. Wash warm, rinse cold on gentle cycle using ¼ cup mild detergent. Use a fabric
softener in wash. (Do not use detergents with bleach.)

3. Tumble dry at low temperature in oversized commercial dryer.
4. Alternate method: hand wash warm in bathtub. Follow instructions as in #2.
5. Bag must be thoroughly dry before being rolled and stored.

The pad is easy to deflate:
1. Push the valve back far enough so the
valve can be held open by the weight of
the pad.
2. Fold and roll up the pad from the bottom.
3. Close the inner valve and the outer valve
once the pad is rolled and air is removed.

PAD REPAIR
Included with the pad is a repair patch which can be used in the event of a leak.
To repair a leak in your sleeping pad:
1. Locate the leak. This is easily done by holding the pad under water or getting the
pad wet and watching for bubbles. Mark the leak location with a permanent
marker or small piece of tape.
2. Before repairing make sure the area around the leak is clean and dry.
3. Deflate pad, peal off the back of the patch and place the patch over the leak.
Allow the patch to set for at least one hour before filling the pad and using again

PILLOW PUMP
If you purchased our Pillow, it also works as a pump.
1. Allow the pillow to self-inflate for about 2 minutes before using it as a pump.
2. (Important) Attach pillow to pad with the pillow Valve Facing Up.
3. Follow illustration to inflate pad. Detach pillow when finished.

